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Body Rules: The Formation of China’s New Feminized Service Class 
[TRANSFERRED TO Emotion, aesthetics and materiality' stream 14.12.11] 

Eileen M. Otis 

Department of Sociology, University of Oregon, USA 

 

Abstract 

Service labor has been conceived as the production and adjustment of feeling states that lend 

resonance to interaction with customers. In the  classic study, The Managed Heart, Arlie Hochschild 

argues that the  definitive characteristic of service labor is emotion work: the worker  alters her own 

affective state so as to shape the emotional responses of  the customer. According to Hochschild, 

individuals incessantly alter emotions in conformance with affective standards of interaction, or  

feeling rules.” When firms impose new feeling rules on service workers, the argument goes, the 

individual’s authentic sense of self is compromised. Hochschild’s research, undertaken in the late 

1970’s focused on U.S. flight attendants who were recruited by employers from the middle classes. 

Hochschild witnessed a conversion of class and gender repertoires from the family to the workplace. 

She observed the extension and adaptation of interactive competencies but not their inculcation, 

because women entered the occupation she studied pre-equipped with the middle-class dispositions 

they would exhibit at work. Since employers sourced desired dispositions from middle- class 

households, it was difficult for researchers to see the formation of the bodily orientations that service 

employers required. Since then, studies of service work have largely adopted a model that privileges 

emotions, assessing how in the course of service work they are altered, affirmed, or protected. 

 

Drawing on a one year ethnographic project that includes case studies of service work training and 

enactment in two hotels and a population of  informal sector workplaces in two Chinese cities, I argue 

that “body rules” are more central than “feeling rules” to the labor of service in these settings. Body 

rules are expectations for bodily presentation and displays, including displays of emotion, dominant in 

a given time and place. They are shaped by historical and cultural norms of behavior for categories of 

identity including sex, age, race, ethnicity, and class. These rules regulate the communication of 

feelings and intentions on the body and, at times, reorganize the relationships between the body and  

emotions. They operate through interactive assessments of the body and norms for signalling 

identities. Body rules guide proper presentations of physicality that express specific kinds of 

relationships to others. 

 

Unlike Hochschild’s classic study, I did not find that service employers source emotional repertoires 

from workers’ prior experiences in the family. The paper presents in-depth evidence showing that 

firms deploy new and diverse body rules in order to cultivate specific consumer market niches. I show 

that the training of newly-recruited female service workers focuses on altering bodies as vehicles of 

signs and symbols that appeal to different target consumer markets, rather than altering emotions.  In 

the workplaces I investigated, women workers are not asked to import behaviors from the household 

into the workplace. Instead, I found that they undergo profound physical and social transformations at 

the hands of their service employers and customers. In each arena of work I studied, workers engage 

different kinds of interactive labor practices. These practices are consequential to their bodies and 

identities. I summarize these routines as “virtual personalism,” “virtuous professionalism,” and 

“aspirational urbanism.” The categories reflect the modes of control distinctive to each workplace that 

regulate workers’ enactment of gender and class. These modes of control exert diverse effects on 

women workers’ bodies and present divergent status dilemmas for women in each workplace— 

dilemmas that are felt deeply and whose resolutions are sought in adjustments to the body. The paper 

discusses not only techniques for inculcating new bodily norms but also their adaptation and use by 

women workers in the course of their labor. 
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